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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Maite Verloigne 

REVIEW RETURNED Ghent University, Belgium 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I have read this paper with a lot of interest; I fully agree that a new 
approach is needed to develop appropriate interventions to promote 
physical activity among adolescents. There are a few issues that 
needs to be addressed.  
1. The abstract is built differently than the paper itself regarding 
background – methods – results. For example, it is stated that the 
initial development stages are described in this paper, however, the 
first two are already described in the methods section of the 
abstract, which seems a bit odd. Also, the name of the intervention 
appears already in the Methods section, while in the paper, the 
intervention description is found in the Results. I would suggest to 
restructure the abstract a bit to make it more consistent with the 
structure of the paper.  
2. I think the paper is easy to read, except for the introduction which 
is sometimes a bit messy.  
- In the first paragraph, the description of the meta-analysis was not 
clear. Also, the sentence ‘This highlights the lack of high quality 
research in this important group’ needs more explanation with 
regard to the sentence before.  
-The first part of the second paragraph is on the importance of 
transparency of the intervention development and the second part 
on principles, I would maybe consider to switch these parts. First 
you described important principles regarding the development of 
interventions and then the need for transparency.  
- What is meant by non-drug interventions? And which frameworks 
have already been suggested?  
- I would consider to delete the second part of the sentence 
‘increasingly targeted at certain types …’  
- end of second paragraph: which relevant theories?  
- The transition to the phases is too sudden; I would suggest to give 
an explanation on the further structure of the paper, especially 
because phase 4-7 will be described in a following paper.  
3. It was unclear for me if phase 1 was a real step in the 
development process or rather a rationale to start with this 
intervention?  
4. Phase 3: I can understand the rationale for conducting 
development work with 16-18 year-olds, however, I doubt whether 
this completely addresses gap 5 and 6, namely involving and 
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engaging adolescents in the development of the intervention. I also 
wonder why conducting development work with older adolescents 
could not have occurred in addition to development work with the 
real target group? I can agree with the fact that they are in a good 
position to express the views of 13-year-olds, but not better than a 
13-year-old him/herself?  
5. It is stated that 19 example activities are available: is it the PE 
teacher who teaches the activity? (do they have the ability to guide 
all these activities? for example, Zumba is a very specific activity?). 
Because in the discussion, it is stated that the mentors and peer 
leaders do the majority of the intervention delivery? Also, where can 
the adolescents try these activities outside of the school?  
6. I am not familiar with the term ‘tutor time’, could the authors 
explain this a bit more in the paper?  
7. Please revise the fourth paragraph of the discussion, it fits less 
within the construction of the discussion. 

 

REVIEWER Anthony Okely 
Early Start Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 11-Jun-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This manuscript reports on the process for developing an 
intervention to promote physical activity among adolescents. 
Strengths are the clear and transparent description of the 
development stages and the evidence base to support these steps. I 
believe this manuscript would make a welcome addition to the 
literature. It would provide researchers with clear guidance on the 
stages of development required in planning a behaviour change 
intervention, especially in school settings. Most of my comments are 
relatively minor.  
 
Specific comments  
1. I can understand the rationale for selecting 16-18 year olds for the 
focus group as the authors have described. Did you try to select 
adolescents in the target age group (13-14 years)? Given the mean 
age of the participants was 17 years, this is some 3-4 years older 
than the target age group and I wonder if you were concerned about 
how “removed” they may be from this younger age and if you could 
perhaps provide a reason for why you didn’t select any from the 
target age group? Could anything have been missed by not 
including 13-14 year olds?  
2. Page 6 – Phase 1. How did you arrive at the six main themes? 
What was the process? Also Line 38 of this page. Should it be 
“younger” rather than “older” adolescents?  
3. Page 7, line 58. “…carry out the evaluation within schools.” Is the 
evaluation being referred to here the subsequent phases of Go 
Active? Could you please clarify what evaluation this is referring to?  
4. Page 8 – focus group methods. How representative were these 
students of adolescents in the area? Was it a private or public 
school? Did you consider conducting focus groups in more than one 
school?  
5. Page 9, line 44. Was the word “interventions” used with the focus 
group participants? If so, how was it interpreted or understood by the 
adolescents?  
6. Page 10, lines 3-5. Can you please clarify how many researchers 
read and re-read the transcripts and independently coded the 
transcripts and provide their initials if they were co-authors?  
7. Results. Could you please provide some indication either here or 
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in the discussion about who the results would apply to? Especially 
as this phase lays the foundation for subsequent phases that involve 
larger, and probably more heterogeneous samples? How 
representative are these findings and how broadly do you believe 
the opinions of those in the focus groups could be translated?  
8. Page 14. Table 3 and Figure 2 and Intervention Description. Does 
this information fit within a theoretical model? It seems to align quite 
nicely with Social Cognitive Theory, especially the four processes 
governing the learning and adoption of new behaviours (attention, 
retention, production and motivation). How do the target behaviours 
align with the theory and specific intervention strategies? Did you or 
will you follow an intervention mapping exercise to do this?  
9. Page 16, line 9. Was there a reason for not considering an even 
number of schools in the intervention and control groups (2 and 2) 
for the pilot trial? Having only one school in the control group will 
limit the between group variability and impact on the statistical 
analyses that can be performed.  
10. It is mentioned in Table 1 that a gap in the research is the lack of 
a whole day approach with most research targeting the school 
period. I might have missed this, but how does your proposed 
intervention address this gap or will it still largely focus on the school 
day?  
11. Table 2. Was there a reason only one-third of the sample were 
girls?   

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer Name Maite Verloigne  

Institution and Country Ghent University, Belgium  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

I have read this paper with a lot of interest; I fully agree that a new approach is needed to develop 

appropriate interventions to promote physical activity among adolescents. There are a few issues that 

needs to be addressed.  

 

The authors thank this reviewer for their positive and helpful comments. We believe that the 

manuscript has been substantially improved as a result of changes due to these comments.  

 

1. The abstract is built differently than the paper itself regarding background – methods – results. For 

example, it is stated that the initial development stages are described in this paper, however, the first 

two are already described in the methods section of the abstract, which seems a bit odd. Also, the 

name of the intervention appears already in the Methods section, while in the paper, the intervention 

description is found in the Results. I would suggest to restructure the abstract a bit to make it more 

consistent with the structure of the paper.  

 

The authors have made changes to the abstract as suggested by this reviewer. We have removed the 

name of the intervention from the methods section and the methods section now reads “Relevant 

systematic reviews and longitudinal analyses of change were examined. An intervention...” Further, 

the results from steps 1 and 2 have now been moved to the results section.  

 

2. I think the paper is easy to read, except for the introduction which is sometimes a bit messy.  

- In the first paragraph, the description of the meta-analysis was not clear. Also, the sentence ‘This 

highlights the lack of high quality research in this important group’ needs more explanation with 

regard to the sentence before.  
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The sentence regarding the meta-analysis has been explained as follows:  

“In a recent meta-analysis examining the effectiveness of physical activity interventions in young 

people, 30 studies with objective outcomes were included [8], only two of which focused on 

adolescents over the age of 13 years [9 10].”  

 

The sentence regarding the need for high quality research has been expanded as follows:  

“These calls for the prioritisation of physical activity research highlight the lack of high quality 

research…”  

 

-The first part of the second paragraph is on the importance of transparency of the intervention 

development and the second part on principles, I would maybe consider to switch these parts. First 

you described important principles regarding the development of interventions and then the need for 

transparency.  

 

We have switched these sections as suggested by this reviewer and this paragraph has also been 

split.  

 

- What is meant by non-drug interventions? And which frameworks have already been suggested?  

 

By non-drug we mean non-pharmacological interventions. They are described as non-drug 

interventions in the referenced paper and we have kept this as it is so as not to add wrongful meaning 

to their results. However we have added “…trials of non-drug interventions” which we hope will make 

this clearer.  

 

We have named the referenced frameworks at the start of this section as suggested:  

“Various frameworks for the development of health promotion interventions have been suggested 

including intervention mapping, the behavioural epidemiology framework and the MRC (Medical 

Research Council) framework for developing and evaluating complex interventions [13-15].”  

 

Further, we have cited guidance for reporting interventions in this section:  

“Transparency is improving with guidance now available for intervention protocols [23-25] and for 

describing interventions in sufficient detail to allow replication [22].”  

 

- I would consider to delete the second part of the sentence ‘increasingly targeted at certain types …’  

This has been removed as suggested.  

 

- end of second paragraph: which relevant theories?  

The referenced theories have now been named in the revised version of the manuscript as follows:  

“…is supported by relevant theories including Self-determination Theory, Social Cognitive Theory and 

Theory of Planned Behaviour [20-23].  

 

- The transition to the phases is too sudden; I would suggest to give an explanation on the further 

structure of the paper, especially because phase 4-7 will be described in a following paper.  

 

The following has been added to the revised version of the manuscript as suggested:  

“The further phases will be described in a following paper and include 4) feasibility study, 5) pilot RCT, 

6) fully powered RCT all with iterative programme improvements and 7) dissemination to stakeholders 

and policy makers.”  

 

3. It was unclear for me if phase 1 was a real step in the development process or rather a rationale to 

start with this intervention?  
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This has been rephrased to highlight the step in the process rather than the outcome of the process:  

 

“Phase 1 began with examination of recent systematic reviews and longitudinal analyses of change in 

physical activity among young people. The research team iteratively discussed the evidence, and 

gaps in the evidence, to identify our rationale…”  

 

4. Phase 3: I can understand the rationale for conducting development work with 16-18 year-olds, 

however, I doubt whether this completely addresses gap 5 and 6, namely involving and engaging 

adolescents in the development of the intervention. I also wonder why conducting development work 

with older adolescents could not have occurred in addition to development work with the real target 

group? I can agree with the fact that they are in a good position to express the views of 13-year-olds, 

but not better than a 13-year-old him/herself?  

 

The authors agree that it would have been ideal to additionally conduct development work with the 

target group, in our opinion, ideally after the 16-18 development work but before the feasibility study. 

However, we did conduct qualitative work with the target group immediately after the feasibility study 

on which the intervention was adapted. As discussed in the paper it is possible that 16-18 year-olds 

may be better placed to express views of a 13 year-old as they are removed from the situation and 

can safely talk about sensitive issues in the third person which allows for a more open discussion. 

However, the following has been added to the revised version of the manuscript to address this:  

 

“On reflection, it would have been preferable to add a further step to iterate this intervention with the 

target group prior to feasibility testing. However, qualitative work with participating 13-14 year-olds will 

allow us to refine the programme before and after conducting a pilot RCT.”  

 

We have also highlighted that this development process itself should be iterative and we are certainly 

not suggesting there is no room for improvement; we hope that this is now clear in the revised version 

of the manuscript. The following has been added to the limitations section:  

 

“However, this development process itself should be iterative, be fed by experience and tailored to 

each individual project. “  

 

5. It is stated that 19 example activities are available: is it the PE teacher who teaches the activity? 

(do they have the ability to guide all these activities? for example, Zumba is a very specific activity?). 

Because in the discussion, it is stated that the mentors and peer leaders do the majority of the 

intervention delivery? Also, where can the adolescents try these activities outside of the school?  

 

The teachers, mentors and peer-leaders deliver the majority of the intervention. We provide 

information which would allow any of these individuals to try the 19 activities. For example, we 

suggest using YouTube for Zumba instruction as we want the students to be able to try activities 

without the barrier of needing a specific class. Similarly, we suggest doing these activities at home 

with a friend or relative. We have added an example regarding Zumba to the manuscript as follows, 

which we hope will clarify this point to readers:  

 

“The form tutors, mentors and peer-leaders deliver the intervention after training from a facilitator from 

the research team. ‘Quickcards’ provide information which allows any of these individuals to lead the 

19 activities. For example, we suggest using YouTube for Zumba instruction as we want the students 

to be able to try activities without the barrier of needing a specific class. Similarly, we suggest doing 

these activities at home with a friend or relative to encourage out of school participation.”  

 

6. I am not familiar with the term ‘tutor time’, could the authors explain this a bit more in the paper?  
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We have added an explanation of tutor time to the revised version of the manuscript as follows:  

 

Tutor time (registration / roll call) usually occurs first thing in the morning and after lunch at British 

schools when students attend a short class; their teacher marks attendance and gives out school 

notices and reminders. Form tutors are teachers of any subject assigned to an individual form group 

with responsibility for the general/pastoral care of that group. Form tutors are usually assigned to a 

form group in Year 7 and stay with that same group until the students leave school at the end of Year 

11.”  

 

Additionally, tutor time has been described as follows throughout the manuscript which will hopefully 

make this clear: “tutor time (registration / roll call)”  

 

7. Please revise the fourth paragraph of the discussion, it fits less within the construction of the 

discussion.  

 

We have substantially edited this paragraph which now reads as follows:  

“Our qualitative work focused on how to increase physical activity among the whole of Year 9 with the 

components designed for, and sensitive to individuals who may not usually participate in physical 

activity promotion. We therefore hope that this development work addresses some of the challenges 

of working with adolescents. Social priorities develop and many biological and physiological changes 

occur during this time [7], and often adolescent physical activity promotion interventions specifically 

target girls [57 58] to address some of these issues. However, these issues, such as increased body 

dissatisfaction [59] which is negatively associated with adolescent physical activity participation, is 

relevant for both boys and girls [60]. Additionally, although girls are generally less active than boys, 

the physical activity of both boys and girls declines rapidly throughout adolescence [1] and therefore 

both boys and girls are in need of physical activity promotion. Therefore, we designed a programme 

which should be sensitive to these issues and also be suitable for a whole year group.”  

 

Reviewer Name Anthony Okely  

Institution and Country Early Start Research Institute, University of Wollongong, Australia  

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’: None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

General comments  

This manuscript reports on the process for developing an intervention to promote physical activity 

among adolescents. Strengths are the clear and transparent description of the development stages 

and the evidence base to support these steps. I believe this manuscript would make a welcome 

addition to the literature. It would provide researchers with clear guidance on the stages of 

development required in planning a behaviour change intervention, especially in school settings. Most 

of my comments are relatively minor.  

 

The authors thank this reviewer for their positive and insightful comments. In our opinion the 

manuscript is greatly improved as a result of edits based on these suggestions. A point by point 

response to the suggestions is provided below.  

 

Specific comments  

1. I can understand the rationale for selecting 16-18 year olds for the focus group as the authors have 

described. Did you try to select adolescents in the target age group (13-14 years)? Given the mean 

age of the participants was 17 years, this is some 3-4 years older than the target age group and I 

wonder if you were concerned about how “removed” they may be from this younger age and if you 

could perhaps provide a reason for why you didn’t select any from the target age group? Could 
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anything have been missed by not including 13-14 year olds?  

 

The authors have addressed this issue in the response to comment 4 from reviewer 1 and have 

edited the manuscript accordingly. However, this has not been repeated here for brevity.  

 

2. Page 6 – Phase 1. How did you arrive at the six main themes? What was the process? Also Line 

38 of this page. Should it be “younger” rather than “older” adolescents?  

 

This has been addressed in response to the comment 3 from Reviewer 1, and description of this has 

been expanded in the revised version of the manuscript.  

 

The textual query has been changed to ‘adolescents’ rather than younger or older as the age range is 

mentioned.  

 

3. Page 7, line 58. “…carry out the evaluation within schools.” Is the evaluation being referred to here 

the subsequent phases of Go Active? Could you please clarify what evaluation this is referring to?  

 

The authors acknowledge that this is confusing as we were referring to a hypothetical future 

evaluation of an intervention. We have changed this as follows, which we think is clearer:  

 

“…but anticipated that we would approach participants via schools.”  

 

4. Page 8 – focus group methods. How representative were these students of adolescents in the 

area? Was it a private or public school? Did you consider conducting focus groups in more than one 

school?  

 

This was a public (non-fee paying school). These students are representative of those in the area to 

one extent as this was a sixth form college and included students from many local high schools. This 

was very helpful to gain a broad insight into practices in the area as a whole. However, this sample 

was therefore not representative of students who do not go into higher education. This sixth form 

college does both traditional academic qualifications and also vocational qualifications for less 

academic students (who were included in our sample). This mix of available qualifications is not 

available in all higher education institutions so does aid representativeness. As 85% of young people 

in Britain go onto higher education after age 16, we are confident that we have a relatively 

representative sample. However, we have included these limitations in the revised version of the 

manuscript as follows:  

 

“Development work was conducted in a non-fee paying school offering optional further education to 

16-18 year olds. As this college includes students from many local high schools and offers both 

academic and vocational qualifications, this was very helpful to gain a broad insight into practices in 

the area as a whole. Although this sample was not representative of students who do not go into 

higher education, as 85% of young people in Britain go onto higher education after age 16 [65], we 

are confident that we have a relatively representative sample of local adolescents.”  

 

5. Page 9, line 44. Was the word “interventions” used with the focus group participants? If so, how 

was it interpreted or understood by the adolescents?  

We tried to avoid the use of the word interventions during focus groups. The relevant manuscript text 

has been changed to “ideas” to better reflect the process.  

 

6. Page 10, lines 3-5. Can you please clarify how many researchers read and re-read the transcripts 

and independently coded the transcripts and provide their initials if they were co-authors?  

This has been edited in the revised version of the manuscript as follows:  
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“Three researchers independently coded transcripts (KC, JK, AS)…”  

 

 

7. Results. Could you please provide some indication either here or in the discussion about who the 

results would apply to? Especially as this phase lays the foundation for subsequent phases that 

involve larger, and probably more heterogeneous samples? How representative are these findings 

and how broadly do you believe the opinions of those in the focus groups could be translated?  

 

We have added information about representativeness to the discussion, as follows:  

 

“Development work was conducted in a non-fee paying school offering optional further education to 

16-18 year olds. As this college includes students from many local high schools and offers both 

academic and vocational qualifications, this was very helpful to gain a broad insight into practices in 

the area as a whole. Although this sample was not representative of students who do not go into 

higher education, as 85% of young people in Britain go onto higher education after age 16 [65], we 

are confident that we have a relatively representative sample of local adolescents. ”  

 

8. Page 14. Table 3 and Figure 2 and Intervention Description. Does this information fit within a 

theoretical model? It seems to align quite nicely with Social Cognitive Theory, especially the four 

processes governing the learning and adoption of new behaviours (attention, retention, production 

and motivation). How do the target behaviours align with the theory and specific intervention 

strategies? Did you or will you follow an intervention mapping exercise to do this?  

 

The information provided regarding the intervention does not fit within one theoretical model. We 

chose to use what we consider the strengths of various models and approaches to present this 

information using the principles of intervention mapping. We have expanded our discussion to explain 

this in the revised version of the manuscript:  

 

“The information we present regarding the intervention does not fit within just one theoretical model as 

we chose to use what we consider to be the strengths of various models and approaches which align 

with the findings from the qualitative work to present this information. For example, the four processes 

governing the learning and adoption of new behaviours (attention, retention, production and 

motivation) align with Social Cognitive Theory [19] and the behaviour change techniques are 

described according to the behaviour change technique taxonomy [48]. Principles central to 

intervention mapping were used, including identification of the most relevant behaviours and the 

development of our proposed logic model,  

 

 

9. Page 16, line 9. Was there a reason for not considering an even number of schools in the 

intervention and control groups (2 and 2) for the pilot trial? Having only one school in the control 

group will limit the between group variability and impact on the statistical analyses that can be 

performed.  

 

Our priority for the pilot RCT was to test the feasibility of randomising schools and to run the 

intervention in multiple schools. As our measurement protocol involves assessing a full year group, 

resources did not allow further schools to be included. However, we acknowledge the limitations as 

stated above and we have added these to the revised version of the manuscript as follows:  

 

“Our measurement protocol involves assessing as near to a full year group as possible and resources 

do not allow further schools to be included at this stage. However, having only one school in the 

control group will limit the between group variability and impact on the statistical analyses that can be 

performed.”  
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10. It is mentioned in Table 1 that a gap in the research is the lack of a whole day approach with most 

research targeting the school period. I might have missed this, but how does your proposed 

intervention address this gap or will it still largely focus on the school day?  

 

Although our intervention is anchored in tutor time, students get points for doing the chosen activities 

out of school time and are given suggestions for doing these activities with friends and parents out of 

school. Qualitative and quantitative process evaluation of the feasibility and pilot studies will allow 

investigation of whether this occurs. The following has been added to the revised version of the 

manuscript to address this:  

“We still aim to reach out of school time as students get points for doing the chosen activities out of 

school time and are given suggestions for doing these activities with friends and parents out of 

school. Qualitative and quantitative process evaluation of the feasibility and pilot studies will allow 

investigation of whether this occurs.”  

 

11. Table 2. Was there a reason only one-third of the sample were girls?  

 

This was not intentional and discussion of this has been added to the revised version of the 

manuscript as follows:  

 

“Only a third of the focus group sample was female but the majority of the one-to-one interviews were 

conducted with girls, therefore we hope that our data adequately represent the views of both boys and 

girls.” 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Maite Verloigne 
Ghent University, Belgium 

REVIEW RETURNED 08-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS It was really a pleasure to see that the authors have taken into 
account the suggestions very well!  

 

REVIEWER Anthony Okely 
University of Wollongong, Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Jul-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have responded appropriately to all the comments I 
raised in my initial review. I have no further comments.  
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